
5. Performance of Measuring Systems
The ability to use thermal-mechanical measurements such as those for the Drift Scale Test for
conceptual and numerical model evaluation depends on the reliability of the installed
measurement systems. It is likely that some gages will fail or produce unreliable data during
large-scale, long-duration thermal tests. Identification of unreliable measurement systems and
gages is necessary for evaluation of data and for planning future tests. This section identifies
specific failed, unreliable, and suspect thermal and mechanical gages in the Drift Scale Test, and
discusses other sources of uncertainties in these measurements that are critical to an
understanding of the processes being modeled.

5.1 Identification of Failed and Suspect Gages

Data and measurements systems for the DST were presented in Sections 3 and 4 of this
document, as well as discussions of failed and suspect gages. Table 5-1 presents a list of these
identified gages installed in the DST based on data collected through May 31, 1998.

Two types of failed gages are identified in Table 5-1. Several gages which were identified in
various DST planning documents were, for various reasons, not connected. Other failed gages
were determined by either their data output or the engineering data derived from their output.
The raw data from some gages indicated a definite problem with the gage (e.g., open circuit, short
circuit, negative voltage, etc.). Some gages produced data that were obviously out of range given
the environment being measured (e.g., temperatures below 0C, or above 100iC before testing
began). Others produced reasonable or somewhat suspect data for some period of time, then
underwent some failure made obvious by the data. Time-history plots for the temperature gages
are included in Appendix D; plots for the displacement and strain gages are included in Section 4.

Gages identified as suspect are primarily of three types: (1) gages for whom most of the data
seem good, but include some erratic readings, or that suddenly go bad at some time; (2)
temperature gages that are slightly under or over the expected temperatures based on surrounding
gages, but whose temperature-time relationship is similar to the other gages and thus cannot be
thrown out as totally useless; and (3) gages (primarily strain gages) whose readings are erratic and
dissimilar to those of the other similar gages, but are not obviously out of range and so cannot be
dismissed.

Table 5-1. Failed and Suspect Thermomechanical Gages in the DST

Instrument Name Root Cause of Problem
ESF-HD-81-MPBX1-TC-2 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-81-MPBX1-TC-4 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-81-MPBX1-TC-7 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-81-MPBX1-TC-9 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-81-MPBX1-TC-11 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-81-MPBX1-TC-12 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-81-MPBX1-TC-13 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-81-MPBX1-TC-15 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-81-MPBX1-TC-16 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-82-MPBX2-TC-19 Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-5-CIR Failed - not connected
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Table 5- 1. Failed and Suspect Thermomechanical Gages in the DST

Instrument Name Root Cause of Problem
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-5-DIA Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-6-DIA Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-9-CIR Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-10-DIA Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-12-CIR Failed - not connected
ESF-HD-CAN1-TC-2 Failed - negative voltage
ESF-HD-CAN3-TC-5 Failed at t=14d
ESF-HD-CAN6-TC-8 Failed - open circuit
ESF-HD-CAN7-TC-1 Failed at t=63d
ESF-HD-80-TEMP2-RTD-46 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-83-WH1-TC-2 Failed - negative voltage
ESF-HD-84-WH2-TC-3 Failed
ESF-HD-86-WH4-TC-4 Failed - negative voltage
ESF-HD-87-WH5-TC-5 Failed after t=56d
ESF-HD-89-WH7-TC-4 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-97-WH15-TC-3 Failed - negative voltage
ESF-HD-97-WH15-TC-4 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-103-WH21 -TC-5 Failed
ESF-HD-104-WH22-TC-1 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD-104-WH22-TC-4 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD-108-WH26-TC-1 Failed - negative voltage
ESF-HD-108-WH26-TC-2 Failed - negative voltage
ESF-HD-l 1 l-WH29-TC-l Failed - open circuit
ESF-HD-130-WH48-TC-1 Failed - negative voltage
ESF-HD-132-WH50-TC-4 Failed - negative voltage
ESF-HD-133-TEMP3-RTD-64 Failed - shorted
ESF-HD-138-TEMP6-RTD-32 Failed - shorted
ESF-HD-138-TEMP6-RTD-40 Failed - shorted
ESF-HD-141-TEMP9-RTD-41 Failed at t=18d
ESF-HD-143-TEMPI I-RTD-24 Failed at t=83d
ESF-HD-143-TEMPI l-RTD-40 Failed - shorted
ESF-HD-143-TEMPI l-RTD-67 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-148-MPBX4-TC-3 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-148-MPBX4-TC-6 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD- 150-MPBX6-TC-2 Failed
ESF-HD-150-MPBX6-TC-7 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-155-MPBX8-TC-1 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-155-MPBX8-TC-3 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD-155-MPBX8-TC-6 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-158-TEMP13-RTD-7 Failed - shorted
ESF-HD-161-TEMP16-RTD-64 Failed - Low, unlikely behavior
ESF-HD-168-TEMP21-RTD-31 Failed - shorted
ESF-HD-168-TEMP21-RTD-40 Failed - Low, unlikely behavior
ESF-HD-169-TEMP22-RTD-5 Failed - Suspect, then bad at t=68d
ESF-HD-169-TEMP22-RTD-22 Failed - low values

-
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Table 5-1. Failed and Suspect Thermomechanical Gages in the DST

Instrument Name Root Cause of Problem
ESF-HD-169-TEMP22-RTD-29 Failed - low values
ESF-HD-169-TEMP22-RTD-38 Failed - low values
ESF-HD-170-TEMP23-RTD-28 Failed - low values
ESF-HD-171-TEMP24-RTD-53 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-173-TEMP26-RTD-42 Failed - low values
ESF-HD-175-TEMP28-RTD-31 Failed - low values
ESF-HD-175-TEMP28-RTD-34 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD-179-MPBX12-TC-3 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD-179-MPBX12-TC-5 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD-179-MPBX12-TC-6 Failed - over range
ESF-HD-181-MPBX14-TC-6 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD-181-MPBX14-TC-8 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-SDM-42-MPBXI-TC-8 Failed - erratic, out-of range readings
ESF-SDM-43-MPBXI-TC-1 Failed at t=87d
ESF-SDM-43-MPBX2-TC-4 Failed - open circuit
ESF-SDM-43-MPBX2-TC-5 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-SDM-43-MPBX2-TC-14 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-SDM-44-MPBX3-TC-9 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-SDM-44-MPBX3-TC-14 Failed - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD-149-MPBX5-ANC-1 Failed at t=1 18d
ESF-HD-149-MPBX5-ANC-2 Failed at t=1 18d
ESF-HD-178-MPBX1 1 (all 4 anchors) Failed - All anchors very noisy, failed at 11 8d
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-14-CIR Failed - out of range
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-15-DIA Failed - out of range
ESF-HD-CAN7-TC-2 Suspect - Low values
ESF-HD-CAN9-TC-7 Suspect - Low values
ESF-HD-79-TEMPI-RTD-10 Suspect - Unexplained jump at t=63d
ESF-HD-103-WH21-TC-4 Suspect - erratic, out-of-range readings
ESF-HD-138-TEMP6-RTD-47 Suspect - Bad data starting t=81d
ESF-HD-139-TEMP7-RTD-31 Suspect - Bad data starting t=65d
ESF-HD-141-TEMP9-RTD-36 Suspect - Sporadic bad data points
ESF-HD-141-TEMP9-RTD-40 Suspect - Bad data beginning t=86d
ESF-HD-143-TEMP 1-RTD-42 Suspect - Bad data starting t=87d
ESF-HD-144-TEMP12-RTD-33 Suspect - Sporadic bad data points
ESF-HD-157-MPBXIO-TC-6 Suspect - Over range
ESF-HD-168-TEMP21-RTD-28 Suspect - Low by about 80C
ESF-HD-171-TEMP24-RTD-22 Suspect - Low by about 40C
ESF-HD-172-TEMP24-RTD-2 Suspect - Low by 60C, then bad at t=68d
ESF-HD-178-MPBX 1I-TC-1 Suspect - Sporadic bad data
ESF-HD-178-MPBX1I1-TC-8 Suspect - Bad data after t=70d
ESF-HD-180-MPBX13-TC-5 Suspect - High values
ESF-SDM-44-MPBX3-ANC-2 Suspect - Erratic values, probably failed
ESF-HD-150-MPBX6-ANC-3 Suspect data, t=164-178 d
ESF-HD-154-MPBX7-ANC-1 Suspect data beginning t=140 d
ESF-HD-154-MPBX7-ANC-3 Suspect data, t=146-160 d
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Table 5- 1. Failed and Suspect Thermomechanical Gages in the DST

Instrument Name Root Cause of Problem
ESF-HD-154-MPBX7-ANC-4 Suspect data, t=140-156 d
ESF-HD-156-MPBX9-ANC-3 Suspect - Probably OK, but noisy
ESF-HD-157-MPBX1O-ANC-1 Suspect data, t=63-123 d
ESF-HD-157-MPBX1O-ANC-2 Suspect data, t=137-150 d, 162-165 d
ESF-HD-157-MPBX10-ANC-3 Suspect data, t=118-137 d
ESF-HD-157-MPBXG-ANC-4 Suspect data, t=147-155 d
ESF-HD-181-MPBX14-ANC-1 Suspect data, t=142-155 d
ESF-HD-181-MPBX14-ANC-2 Suspect data, t=146-154 d
ESF-HD-181-MPBX14-ANC-4 Suspect data, t=147-152 d
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG1-D-I Suspect - Erratic, inconsistent with other data
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-2-XIR Suspect - Erratic, inconsistent with other data
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-3-CIR Suspect - Erratic, inconsistent with other data
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-3-AXL Suspect - Erratic, inconsistent with other data
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-8-CIR Suspect - Erratic, inconsistent with other data
ESF-HD-SURF-RSG-8-AXL Suspect - Erratic, inconsistent with other data

The total number of failed, unreliable, and suspect thermal and mechanical gages (120 gages)
identified in the DST through May 31, 1998 represents about 4.7% of the 2569 T-M measurement
systems installed. Of the 50 strain gages originally planned for the DST, 28% are unreliable in
some manner: 6 were not connected, 2 have failed, and 6 have suspect readings. The
measurement systems will continue to be monitored, and the reliability will be evaluated in future
reports.

5.2 Measurement Uncertainty

There are several potential sources for error in the measurements presented in Sections 3 and 4 of
this report. These errors originate in the instrumentation itself, in the physical location of the
gages in the DST test region, or in the method used to compute corrections to measurements
based on thermal expansion of the instrumentation. The gage accuracy, range, and precision of
SNL-installed instrumentation are presented in Appendix B. The location error is particularly
important in regions of high temperature gradient, of which hydrological and thermal expansion
behavior are thought to be strong functions for certain temperature ranges. The error related to
the choice of method for computing thermal expansion of Invar rods based on measured
temperatures along MPBXs is difficult to estimate. Piecewise linear discretization using average
temperature values and a 4th-order polynomial for thermal expansion as a function of temperature
were used for this analysis. The choice of another method (e.g., an integral form of Equation 4-1)
requires different assumptions which are equally as reasonable as the method chosen. The
magnitude of any discretization error is likely not large enough to affect the general trends in
thermal expansion of the rock illustrated by the data.
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6. Discussion
This section presents several analyses of the thermal and thermomechanical data from the DST.
The analyses include comparisons to numerical models performed both before heater activation
(Francis et al., 1997) and in response to phenomena encountered in the data. The discussion will
center on (1) evaluation of the thermohydrological behavior in the DST based on temperature
data through the first six months for the DST and new calculations; (2) comparisons between data
and pretest elastic models for the displacement and strain data for the DST; (3) discussion of a
new model of the invert-liner interaction in the DST that includes contact friction and separation
between invert, liner, and rock; and (4) initial evaluation of a concrete creep model to examine
the potential for stress reduction in the concrete liner.

6.1 Thermal Data Discussion

The temperature data from the DST described in Section 3 indicate many potential processes of
interest to the thermal-hydrologic modeler. Such processes to date include convective heat
transfer indicated by extended periods at 960C, liquid shedding at the far ends of the wing heaters,
and barometric pumping in the MPBX boreholes. Most of the discussion of these phenomena is
included in Section 3. This section includes evaluations of three sets of thermal-hydrologic
analyses in comparison to the DST data. First, the pretest calculations described in Francis et al.
(1997) are discussed by evaluating some of the original hypotheses for the DST. Second, a new
2-D cross-section model is used to predict temperatures for several heating scenarios, to
determine what scenario may be used to maintain a maximum wall temperature of 200'C.
Finally, a 2-D longitudinal model is used to develop an analysis of the hydrological behavior
above and below the Heated Drift.

6.1.1 Interpretation of Data with Pretest Calculations

The pretest thermal-hydrological-mechanical analyses presented in Francis et al. (1997) modeled
the thermomechanical behavior of the DST rock mass during heating. However, these analyses
were performed using heater power outputs about 16% higher than those actually implemented in
the test; the planned heater output was lowered due to concerns about maximum temperatures in
the DST, particularly in the CIP liner section. Therefore, the pretest analyses predict higher
temperatures than those measured during the DST. Revised analyses have been performed to
account for these late changes and are described in subsequent sections. However, there are some
important qualitative conclusions that can be drawn from comparison of the pretest analyses to
the DST data. This section will include discussions of these qualitative comparisons.

The pretest thermal-hydrologic (T-H) calculations discussed in Francis et al. (1997) predicted the
temperature, liquid saturation, and gas phase pressure distributions in the host rock during the
heating and cooling phases of the DST by solving the coupled conservation equations of energy
and mass transfer. The T-H model analysis in Francis et al. (1997) makes use of the equivalent
continuum model (ECM). The ECM assumes that thermodynamic equilibrium exists between the
fractures and matrix. The fracture and matrix properties are fracture-volume-averaged to produce
parameters that represent a single effective porous material. The effective porous material can
behave as matrix or fracture depending on the phase of the fluid and the bulk liquid saturation of
the material. The unsaturated zone is characterized by two-phase gas and liquid. Water is
represented in both the liquid and gas phases. For two-phase flow in a partially saturated porous
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medium, functions relating liquid saturations and liquid relative permeability to capillary pressure
are required. The van Genuchten (1980) two-phase characteristic functions for capillary pressure -

and liquid phase relative permeability are used. Hydrologic properties such as porosity (fracture
and matrix), permeability (fracture and matrix), characteristic curve data (fracture and matrix),
and in situ liquid saturations were included in the input for the T-H calculations performed using
the code TOUGH2 (Pruess, 1991).

Two different thermal-hydrologic models were developed in order to characterize the T-H DST
heating results. Due to the extensive size of the experimental test area and the limiting geometry
of the wing heaters (i.e., small diameter), the development of a full 3-D T-H model including the
necessary grid refinement required for each of the wing heaters would result in a very -

computationally intensive model domain with an excessive number of volume elements needed to
describe the fundamental fluid and heat flow processes. Therefore, two representative 2-D
models were used to determine the temperature fields encompassing the entire test area. A 2-D
cross-section located at the midpoint of the Heated Drift was used to give realistic predictions of
temperature profiles due to heat from canister and wing heaters. The cross-sectional mesh (a.k.a.
X-Z mesh) used in Francis et al. (1997) is shown in Figure 6-1. A second 2-D mesh modeled a
vertical plane along the axis of the Heated Drift. This longitudinal model provided an estimation
of the effects on the cross-sectional temperature profile due to the presence of the concrete liner
and end effects of the drift geometry. The longitudinal mesh (a.k.a. Y-Z mesh) is shown in
Figure 6-2. A modified product solution (refer to Francis et al., 1997) was used to obtain pseudo-
3-D temperature predictions for the entire test area based on the results of the simplified 2-D T-H
model simulations. These 3-D solutions were used as input for the pretest thermal-mechanical
calculations.

The T-H calculations employed bulk permeabilities based on the early measured predictions by
LBNL (Tsang and Cook, 1997; also DTN: LB980120123142.005) of the range in bulk
permeabilities obtained from the DST area. The site specific values used in Francis et al. (1997)
are in the range of 2.19 millidarcy (-2x10-15 M2 ) to 6.4 darcy for the low and high bulk
permeabilities, respectively. This range of values obtained from the DST area is nearly the same
as those previously obtained from the SHT block (DTN LB960500834244.001, TDIF 305605).
The results obtained from the Single Heater Test (SNL, 1998) indicated that, with the ECM, the
calculations with the lower bulk permeabilities were more representative of the SHT data than
were the higher permeabilities. (This apparently better correlation may be more a function of the
numerical model than the permeability. It is thought that the use of the dual permeability model
(DKM) will produce more physically realistic results, and the higher bulk permeabilities may then
be more representative of the rock mass. A DKM capability is currently being developed for the
final SHT Report due later this year.) For this reason, the assumption was made that the low bulk
permeability would be more representative of the DST experimental location, particularly for
early heating times. If this assumption is correct, then the temperature data from the DST would
be expected to exhibit behavior similar to that seen in the SHT. During the SHT, the
temperature-time histories for nearly all gage locations in the boiling region exhibited no or
almost no leveling of the temperature at the local boiling point of 960C, indicating that vapor-
phase convective heat transfer was small compared to the conductive component through the host
rock. A more porous system would allow convective heat transfer during the phase change
process, causing the local temperature to level at 960C until the phase change is completed. The
early results of the DST can be used to evaluate this assumption.
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Data from several RTDs and thermocouples in the DST (see Figures 3-11, 3-26, 3-27, 3-31, 3-32,
3-33, and 3-34) show leveling at 960 C, indicating a more significant convective component than
the SHT (SNL, 1998). The DST data indicate that the DST rock mass has a higher overall bulk
permeability than the SHT test block. This conclusion correlates with the results of the LBNL
bulk permeability measurements that indicate that _10-13 M2 is a more representative bulk
permeability for the DST.
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Figure 6-1. Element centroids and associated materials for two-dimensional X-Z grid
(Francis et al., 1997).
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Figure 6-2. Element centroids and associated materials for two-dimensional Y-Z grid
(Francis et al., 1997).

6.1.2 Two-Dimensional Cross-Section Model

Upon examination of the pretest thermal-hydrologic calculations, several assumptions built
into the models were discovered to artificially bound the problem. Among these assumptions
were the placement of the top and bottom boundaries of the computational meshes, the choice
of a single stratigraphic layer to represent the rock represented in the mesh, and an artificial
pressurization of the Heated Drift which drove up the boiling temperature for the ECM
simulations using low bulk permeability properties. Two new two-dimensional models,
similar in construction to those described in Francis et al. (1997), were built to address these
issues. The following discussion regarding mesh construction and material properties applies
to both the cross-section and longitudinal models.

In addition, concerns have been raised regarding the stability of the concrete liner in the
Heated Drift at temperatures above 200'C. The current heating scenario was expected to raise
drift wall temperatures to well in excess of 200'C for the final two years of the heating phase.
The various participants in the Drift Scale Test were asked to model different heating
scenarios and propose alternate scenarios to maintain a maximum drift wall temperature of
200'C for the final two years of the heating phase. The cross-section model discussed in this
section was used to evaluate several heating scenarios towards this end.
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The 2-D cross-section mesh used for these calculations was based on the same mesh shown
in Figure 6-1 of Francis et al. (1997). Plots of the saturation predictions of the pretest
calculations indicated that the domain was not tall enough, because saturation changes were
being pinned to boundary condition values at the top and bottom boundaries. Therefore, the
computational domain of the mesh was extended 30 meters above and 140 meters below the
original domain, to a total height of 272 meters. The extension of the mesh, and the location
of the Drift Scale Test in relation to adjacent stratigraphic layers, required modeling the rock
as three distinct stratigraphic layers, which are designated TSw33 (upper lithophysal
Topopah Springs welded tuff), TSw34 (middle nonlithophysal Topopah Springs; the layer
containing the DST), and TSw35 (lower lithophysal Topopah Springs).

Of the 272 meters height in the mesh, the top 78 meters were the TSw33, the middle 42
meters is the TSw34, and the bottom 151 meters is the TSw35. The TSw33 layer starts about
10 m above the drift and extends to the top of the modeled problem. The TSw35 layer starts
about 30 m below the drift and extends to the bottom of the problem. Due to the symmetry
of the cross-section, the left half of the computational domain was removed. The boundary
elements were also changed from being active elements to inactive elements. These changes
resulted in a net reduction in the number of active elements from 1260 to 810. A schematic
of this mesh is shown in Figure 6-3.

The rock thermal-hydrologic properties used for these calculations were taken from the
TSPA-VA base case af-mean property set for the layers TSw33, TSw34, and TSw35 (DTN
LB971212001254.001, TDIF 306527; these data are not qualified). For these simulations,
the capillary pressure relationships for the TSw34 (where the DST is taking place) were
transferred to the TSw33 and the TSw35 so that there would not be a capillary pressure
discontinuity at the interface between the two rock layers. The thermal properties for the
rock were the same as those used for the TSPA-VA (DTN SNT05071897001.002, TDIF
306664; these data are not qualified). These data are compared with the values used in
Francis et al. (1997), which were taken as much as possible from SHT and DST site-specific
measurements, in Table 6-1.

The initial bulk saturation was set to 88% and a vertical temperature gradient was established
throughout the domain. The calculations were performed using the ECM-EOS3 formulation
in TOUGH2 (SNL version 3.2).

Four different simulations were performed on the cross-section. Each simulation ran for four
years of heating followed by four years of cooling. Because the heat generated in the heaters
would drive drift wall temperatures above the 200'C limit, the heat output from the heaters
would have to be reduced by some amount during the heater test. In order to determine how
much the heater output would need to reduced, three simulations were performed where the
total heater output was reduced by 50, 60 and 75% for all heaters. The heater output scaling
is shown in Figure 6-4. During the heating cycle, the heater output was 100% of initial
output for the first nine months, reduced linearly from 9 to 18 months, and held constant
from 18 months until 4 years.
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Table 6-1. Thermal-Hydrologic Properties Used for DST Calculations

SHT-DST Site TSPA-VA Properties*
Properties (Francis

et al., 1997) TSw33 TSw34 TSw35
Bulk permeability, m2 From 2.16x10-'5 to X-Y: 8.91x10-13 X-Y: 4.27x10-13 X-Y: 9.12x10-13

6.35x10-'2 Z: 2.63xO-'1 Z: 6.76x10-'2 Z: 3.80x10-12

Matrix porosity 0.11 0.135 0.089 0.115
Matrix permeability, m2 4.0x1 0- 8 1.15x 10-17 4.07x10'-8 1.55x 10-'7

Fracture porosity From 1.643x103 to 1.05xlO4 1.24xlO4 3.29x104
__________________1 .639x 10-3

Fracture permeability, m2 From 1.885x10-" 2.505x10-7 5.452x1o-8 1.l55x1O8
to 3.8736xli 9

Matrix van Genuchten a, 6.40x10-7 6.76x104 1.02x10 6 3.31x1041/Pa
Matrix van Genuchten ff 1.47 1.33 1.475 1.297
Matrix residual saturation 0.18 0.06 0.18 0.08
Fracture van Genuchten From 1.044x104 to 1.40x10-3 8.36x10 4 1.41x10-3

Cl, 1/Pa 1.497x10-3
Fracture van Genuchten 3.0 1.969 1.969 1.969
f_
Fracture residual 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01
saturation
Rock Grain density, 2526. 2510. 2530. 2540.
kg/M3

Thermal conductivity K.h 1.67 0.710 1.56 1.20
(dry), W/m-K
Thermal conductivity KNh 2.1 1.80 2.33 2.02
(wet), W/m-K
Heat capacity of the rock 928. 883. 948. 900.
grain cp, Jlkg-K I I I

* Data for TSw33, TSw34, and TSw35 are taken from DTN LB971212001254.001, SNT05071897001.002, TDIF 306527,
and TDIF 306664; these data are not currently qualified per YMP Quality Assurance procedures.

The initial heat load for the simulations was based on the average power provided to the cylinder,
inner wing, and outer wing heaters over the first 53 days of the drift heater test. The total power
was 51.88 kW from the nine canister heaters and 135.32 kW from the wing heaters. It was
assumed that the ratio of power from the outer to the inner wing heaters was 1.46 yielding a total
heat output of 80.31 kW for the outer wing heaters and 55.01 kW for the inner wing heaters.

In Figure 6-5, predicted temperatures after 179 days of heating along a horizontal profile
extending away from the axis of the Heated Drift are compared with temperatures measured in
RTD boreholes 160 and 164. The measured temperature profiles are smoother and more rounded
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than the predicted profile because the wing heaters are modeled as a distributed heat source while
the measurements come from boreholes located midway between two sets of wing heaters. In
addition, the wing heater boreholes are not grouted, so intra-borehole heat flux may act to
distribute the heat source in the wing heater boreholes in ways that are not incorporated into the
model. Overall, however, the general shape and magnitude of the predicted and measured
temperature profiles agree very well.

Figure 6-6 illustrates the measured and predicted temperatures along a vertical profile extending
upward from the drift crown. The measured and predicted temperatures agree very well close the
drift, but the model predicts an isothermal temperature region at the boiling point of water that is
not observed in the data. This likely results from the use of an ECM model for predicting the
hydrologic behavior of the rock. Once again, however, the general shape and magnitude of the
measured data are quite well predicted by the model.

Measured and predicted temperatures at the drift crown as a function of time are compared in
Figure 6-7. The two profiles agree reasonably well. The data start at a somewhat higher
temperature than the predictions because drift walls were warmed to about 340 C prior to initiation
of heating by circulation of warm air during construction. The predicted temperatures seem to
rise a bit more slowly than the measurements during the first couple of days of heating but then
increase slightly more rapidly than the measurements. The predictions exhibit an isothermal
period at the boiling point of water that lasts for about 10 days. This isothermal interval is not
observed in the data.
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Figure 6-6. Measured and predicted temperatures along a vertical profile extending upward
from the drift crown.
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Figure 6-7. Measured and predicted temperatures at the drift crown as a function of time.

In Figure 6-8, the measured and predicted rates of temperature increase at the drift crown are
compared. After about 100 days of heating both the absolute temperatures and the rates of
temperature increase compare quite favorably, lending confidence in the use of the model to
predict future temperatures.

Figure 6-9 shows the predicted wall temperatures for three of the heating scenarios (100%,
75%, and 60%) illustrated in Figure 6-4. The 100% heating scenario predicts that the Heated
Drift wall temperatures will reach 200'C after about 18 months of heating, reaching a
maximum of 315'C at 4 years. The 75% heating scenario, for which the heater output will be
linearly ramped down to 75% of the initial output from 9 months after heating for a period of
9 months, is predicted to attain a wall temperature of 200'C after 27 months of heating,
reaching a maximum temperature of 2430 C at 4 years. The 60% scenario reaches 200'C just
at heater deactivation at 4 years.

The scenarios described by these two-dimensional calculations indicate that, to reach 200'C as
soon as possible and maintain that temperature for the duration of the heating phase, the
current heater power should be held constant or perhaps increased slightly beyond the 9-month
time frame before ramping to a lower value (probably 60% or less). Additional calculations
should be performed to design an optimum power output curve.
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6.1.3 Two-Dimensional Longitudinal Model

A 2-D longitudinal model was used to develop an analysis of the hydrological behavior above and
below the Heated Drift. A similar longitudinal model was used in Francis et al. (1997) to evaluate
end effects on the thermal-hydrologic behavior at the ends of the Heated Drift. The scope of the
new calculations was extended to evaluate the thermal-hydrologic behavior above and below the
Heated Drift. In particular, the calculations were used to test the hypothesis that heated water
from the near field around the Heated Drift will shed around the heated region and accumulate
below the drift.

The modifications described in the previous section for the cross-sectional model were also
incorporated for the longitudinal model. The 2-D longitudinal mesh used for these calculations
was based on the same mesh shown in Figure 6-2. A schematic of the new mesh is shown in
Figure 6-10. Plots of the saturation predictions of the pretest calculations indicated that the
domain was not tall enough, because saturation changes were being pinned to boundary condition
values at the top and bottom boundaries. Therefore, the computational domain of the mesh was
extended 30 meters above and 140 meters below the original domain, to a total height of 272
meters. The extension of the mesh, and the location of the Drift Scale Test in relation to adjacent
stratigraphic layers, required modeling the rock as three distinct stratigraphic layers, which are
designated TSw33, TSw34, and TSw35. Of the 272-meter height in the mesh, the top 78 meters
were the TSw33, the middle 42 meters is the TSw34, and the bottom 151 meters is the TSw35.
The material properties listed in Table 6-1 were used for these calculations. Pressure relief in the
connecting drift ("east tunnel" in Figure 6-10) was included in the model.

The use of new material properties required a new initialization procedure. The original
procedure for the pretest calculations (Francis et al., 1997) was to run a 1-million-year run

without the drift model, using a boundary
saturation of 0.92 at the bottom of the model.

.59 This resulted in a saturation of about 0.8 at the
top of the domain. The saturation profile

-60 between the top and the bottom of the domain
was roughly linear. This was perceived to

-61 produce an acceptable initial condition for the
pretest calculations.

-62 Using the pretest procedure with the new

-63 material properties produced discontinuities at
the unit contacts in the saturation profile as seen

-64 -Concrete in Figure 6-11. The initial saturation for this
calculation was 0.92. The dashed line is the
saturation at 1 million years; the solid line is the

40 60 60 70 80 90 1 0 saturation at 5 million years. The
y discontinuities in the saturation profile are

attributable to the differences in the capillary
pressure curve for each stratigraphic unit (i.e.,

Figure 6-10. Schematic of the 2-D TSw33, TSw34, and TSw35). Neither
longitudinal model of the saturation profile is a reasonable approximation
Heated Drift (not to scale). of the predrift conditions. Additional
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calculations incorporating the infiltration of surface water (5.2 num/year) were performed. While
the discontinuities in the profile were still present, the dominant feature is an average saturation of
about 0.99. This, too, is not physically realistic; in fact, this type of result (predicted saturations
that are unphysically high) is the motivation for developing a dual permeability model (DKM)
capability.

Based on these two 1 -D calculations, it was decided that a uniform initial saturation was the best
choice for an initial condition. It was expected that there would be some change in the saturation
profile over the 8 year test period calculated simply because the initially uniform saturation of
0.92 does not reflect a steady condition. To quantify this effect, the 1 -D calculation was repeated
for an 8 year period. The saturations at the top and bottom boundaries were held constant. To
prevent capillary pumping from artificially causing water to relocate from the upper (TSw33) and
lower (TSw35) layers into the middle layer (TSw34), it was decided to apply the TSw34 capillary
pressure curve (and relative permeability) to the upper (TSw33) and lower (TSw35) layers. The
calculated saturation profile at the end of 8 years using the modified capillary curves is shown in
Figure 6-12. The profile is seen to be very uniform, with a final deviation of less than 0.5% at the
end of 8 years. This deviation is caused by water flowing in at the upper boundary and
accumulating at the interfaces where the permeabilities are reduced. The magnitude of this
deviation was judged to be acceptable. To judge the sensitivity prediction to the choice of initial
saturation, calculations were performed for initial saturations of 0.88 and 0.92.
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Figure 6-1 1. Initial saturation profile
based on new rock
properties.

Figure 6-12. 1 -D saturation profile at 8
years (initial saturation=
0.92, uniform relative
permeabilities, no heat).
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Figures 6-13 and 6-14 show the predicted temperatures at the top of the drift for four heater power
profiles. Calculations based on an initial saturation of 88% are shown in Figure 6-13; calculations
based on an initial saturation of 92% are shown in Figure 6-14. The spread in the drift
temperature for a given power level reflects the axial range of temperatures in the drift. The
coolest temperatures are found at the ends of the drift; the hottest temperatures are found near the
middle of the drift. It is particularly interesting to note that the predicted drift temperatures show
very little dependence upon the assumed initial saturation. This is also true for the extent of the
predicted dryout zone. Contour plots of the predicted saturations for the 100% power, 88% initial
saturation case, at times of 6 months, 4 years, and 8 years, are shown in Figures 6-15 through 6-
17. The plot on the left of each figure pair shows the entire problem domain; the plot on the right
shows a close-up of the drift region. Black regions are completely without water; white regions
are nearly completely saturated. Contour plots for the same times for an initial saturation of 92%
are shown in Figures 6-18 through 6-20.

Comparison of the saturation contour plots for the two different initial saturations reveals that the
predicted extent of the dryout zone (black) is nearly the same for both cases. However, the extent
of the saturated zone (white) is much larger for the 92% initial saturation case. These two
observations suggest that the overall process is controlled by thermal conduction.

To understand this, consider a simplified description of the process: The heat source is separated
from a boiling zone by a dryout zone. Vapor generated in the boiling zone can move either
toward the heat source (the constant pressure drift) or in the opposite direction away from the
boiling zone; the boiling zone is the region with the highest pressure. Evaporated water is
displaced by pressurization in the boiling zone and moves into the vacant pores ahead of the
boiling zone.
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Figure 6-15. Predicted saturation after 179 days of heating; initial saturation 88%.

Figure 6-16. Predicted saturation after four years of heating; initial saturation 88%.

Figure 6-17. Predicted saturation after eight years; initial saturation 88%.
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Figure 6-18. Predicted saturation after 179 days of heating: initial saturation 92%.

Figure 6-19. Predicted saturation after four years of heating: initial saturation 92%.

Figure 6-20. Predicted saturation after eight years: initial saturation 92%.
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The rate of evaporation in the boiling zone may be driven by difference in the heat conducted into
the boiling zone from the dryout zone and the heat conducted away from the boiling zone into the
wet zone. The thermal conductivity of the dry rock is the same for both calculations. The
thermal conductivity of the wet rock is only slightly different for the two calculations. Therefore,
in the absence of significant pressurization in the boiling zone, the rate of boiling should be
nearly identical for the two initial saturations. Examination of the calculated pressure field
indicates that there is very little pressurization in the rock for the high permeabilities used in these
calculations.

The large differences in the condensate-zones are easily explained by the initial vapor fractions.
A saturation of 88% implies a 50% increase in initial gas volume fraction when compared to a
saturation of 92%. A given amount of displaced water will be accommodated in a smaller rock
volume if the initial saturation of that rock is lower.

An interesting feature of the saturation contour plots is the strong difference between the region
above the drift and the region below the drift. The region below the drift contains a region that
has a strongly saturated region. The region above the drift has no equivalent region. In order to
understand this, the liquid water inventory of the domain was plotted as a function of time in
Figure 6-21.

The plot indicates that while some of the water above the drift (triangles) flows into the region
below the drift, the majority of it disappears from the domain. The missing water must be
flowing into the drift as vapor, and then transported into the connecting drift and eventually out
through the ESF. For the calculation shown in Figure 6-21, approximately 55 M3 of liquid water
disappears from the domain.
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Figure 6-21. Water content of domain as a function of time (100% power; 92% initial
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The saturation contour plots obtained from these ECM calculations indicate that stored water
above the drift either migrates to a region below the drift or leaves the system via fracture
connectivity to the connecting drift. Documented observations of dripping fractures outside the
Heated Drift bulkhead would tend to verify the existence of vapor flow through the fractures
surrounding the bulkhead region. As the open drifts near the Heated Drift are pressure sinks for
vapor flow, it is unclear whether the absence of such sinks would lead to an increased saturated
zone below the Heated Drift. In addition, it is assumed that a DKM simulation of the DST would
predict greater downward liquid water flow than does the ECM. Early results from the ERT
measurements of saturation below the Heated Drift indicate increasing saturation, but the
measurements are not yet quantitative enough to use for critical comparison with either ECM and
DKM models. A cross-over drift experiment with controlled infiltration and perhaps heat input
would be a valuable vehicle for validation of numerical models and material properties.

6.2 Mechanical Data Discussion

The mechanical data from the DST are providing insight into the interaction of engineered
concrete liners and surrounding rock in a high temperature environment. The displacement data
from the MPBXs and CDEXs are displaying predominantly elastic behavior in the rock and a
more complex behavior in the concrete. The strain gages in the CIP liner are monitoring a
complex combination of behaviors, including unconstrained thermal expansion of the concrete, a
counteracting drying shrinkage of the concrete, strain due to stresses imposed on the liner by the
surrounding rock mass and invert, and creep and other nonelastic behaviors of the liner. These
behaviors provide challenging problems to both modelers and designers.

This section discusses four thermal-mechanical analyses of the DST. First, the pretest elastic
analyses are compared with the data to evaluate the appropriateness of an elastic model to this
point. Second, the strain gage data are examined to determine whether liner stresses can be
estimated. Third, a new T-M model that includes the effects of sliding contact surfaces between
the invert, liner, and rock has been implemented. This model represents an attempt to understand
the unusual behavior exhibited by MPBX-14 in the invert and liner (behavior that is seemingly
confirmed by the CDEXs). Finally, the original elastic model has been modified to include the
potential effects of creep in the relaxation of stresses in the concrete liner.

6.2.1 Interpretation of Displacement Data with Pretest Calculations

A comparison of the DST displacement data to the pretest calculations will help to understand the
behavior described by the data. The results from the pretest calculations in Francis et al. (1997)
have been replotted for the first 180 days to compare directly to the first six months of DST data.

The thermal-mechanical (T-M) calculations discussed in Francis et al. (1997) predicted the
displacement and stress distributions in the host rock during the heating and cooling phases of the
Drift-Scale Heater Test (DST) by using the thermal-mechanical code JAC3D (Biffle, 1993) to
solve temperature-dependent, quasi-static mechanics equations in three dimensions. The rock
and concrete portions of the Heated Drift were modeled as elastic media, each portion with its
own values for rock mass modulus, Poisson's ratio, and thermal expansion coefficients. The
results of the calculations were used to predict the temperature-dependent displacements at the
gage locations for each of the MPBXs installed. The temperature fields used as input to the T-M
calculations were based on the planned heater power, which is about 16% higher than the actual
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heater power. However, the magnitude of the temperature difference because of the heater power
discrepancy is small enough to allow the use of the pretest T-M calculations for meaningful
comparison to the DST data. Using the interpolated 3-D temperature fields from the T-H
calculations, three-dimensional, quasi-static, temperature-dependent, elastic structural mechanical
calculations were performed using JAC3D for the following scenarios:

* The "base case" scenario, which includes the following rock properties:

1. rock mass elastic modulus of 36.8 GPa (based on intact rock measurements and Heated
Drift rock mass quality values)

2. temperatures from the low bulk permeability simulation, Kb=2.16x10-15 m2

3. thermal expansion values based on intact rock measurements from SHT samples (7.47-
51.47 pgm/m-0 C as a function of temperature)

* Alternate rock mass elastic modulus value of 10 GPa, based on preliminary results Goodman
jack tests near SHT site (reported by authors), all other base case values remaining the same

* Alternate thermal expansion values based on in situ values calculated from SHT temperature
and displacement test data (5.27 gm/m-OC) (DTN SNF35110695001.004, TDIF 306088)

* Temperatures from the high bulk permeability simulation, Kb=6.35x10-12 m2, all other base
case values remaining the same

The mesh used for the pretest T-M calculations consisted of a half-space containing the entire
length of the Heated Drift with a vertical symmetry plane through the drift axis. This half-drift
meshing scheme was employed for computational efficiency. Thus, pretest displacement
predictions are the same for MPBX3 and MPBX4, for MPBX7 and MPBX8, and for MPBXI I
and MPBX12, because the planned locations and orientations of their collars and anchors were
approximately the same on either side of the vertical symmetry plane. For this mesh, the liner
and invert were modeled as integral parts of the rock mass with elastic concrete properties. There
were no discrete contact surfaces between the invert and liner, or the liner and rock. As a result,
in the pretest model the invert and liner were artificially prestressed by way of the overburden
above the drift, and no slippage or separation between invert, liner, and rock was allowed.
Therefore, the potential separation behavior shown by HD-MPBX14 is not captured in the pretest
T-M model. Later sections in this report will discuss new analyses that model the invert, liner,
and rock as separate entities with variable contact bonding and friction properties.

Figure 6-22 shows the predicted displacements for the base case scenario at the six anchors for
HD-82-MPBX2, one of the long MPBXs running parallel to the drift. A comparison with Figures
4-2 (data from HD-MPBXI) and 4-3 (data from HD-MPBX2) shows trends and magnitudes
similar to the predictions. The predicted displacements do not capture the initial relative
compression shown by some of the data in Figures 4-2 and 4-3; however, this discrepancy is very
minor in magnitude. The maximum displacement measured at the deep anchor (anchor #6) in
MPBX2 is 3.0 mm, higher by -1 mm than that predicted by the base case rock properties used in
the pretest calculations. This difference may indicate that this rock has a higher thermal
expansion than the SHT rock, or may result from the freedom of movement of the collars toward
the connecting drift not captured in the current model. The alternate modulus case (E=10 GPa)
predicted the highest displacement at HD-MPBX2-6, about 2.3 mm.
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Figure 6-22. Predicted displacements for HD-MPBX2 (linear elastic model, intact rock
properties).

Figure 6-23 shows the predicted displacements, using the intact rock properties measured in the
laboratory, for HD-MPBX7 (positive-X diagonal MPBX). This figure should be compared to the
figures in Section 4.1 that plot data from the other upward diagonal MPBXs, numbers 3, 4, 7, 8,
and 12 (Figures 4-4, 4-5, 4-8, 4-9, and 4-13). Note that the magnitudes for displacements
through the first 90 days for the anchors do not progress by the order of the anchors, but tend to
be rank ordered by anchors 3-2-1-4 or a slight variation from this order. Most of the thermal
expansion is occurring over the first 2-3 meters of the rock, causing the rock surface to try to
move towards the drift. Meanwhile, the horizontal compression of the drift tends to push up the
rock above the drift. Between 90 and 179 days, the predictions and measurements both indicate
that the 15-m distance between the fourth anchor and the collar is being sufficiently heated from
the wing heaters to cause that displacement to become larger than that for anchor 1. Also note that
the predicted magnitudes of displacement for MPBX7 compare reasonably well with the
magnitudes for the MPBXs in the unlined section of the drift (MPBXs 3, 4, 7, and 8); however,
the measured displacements in the lined section (MPBX12) are significantly less. This difference
in the lined section is predicted by the pretest elastic model.

Figures 6-24 and 6-25 show the predicted displacements, using the intact rock properties
measured in the laboratory, for HD-MPBX13 (vertically up in the concrete liner section) and HD-
MPBX9 (vertically up near the middle of the drift), respectively. These figures should be
compared with the figures in Section 4.1 that plot data from MPBXs 5, 9, and 13 (Figures 4-6,
4-10, and 4-14). Note that the magnitudes for displacements through 179 days for the anchors do
not progress by the order of the anchors, but tend to be rank ordered by anchors 3-2-1-4 or a slight
variation from this order.
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Figure 6-25. Predicted displacements for HD-MPBX9 (linear elastic model, intact rock
properties).

Most of the thermal expansion is occurring over the first 2-3 meters of the rock, causing the rock
surface to try to move towards the drift. Meanwhile, the horizontal compression of the drift tends
to push up the rock above the drift. The overall result seems to be that the third anchor is being
pushed away from the collar the most because of both phenomena, whereas the fourth anchor is
least affected, being 15 m away from the collar and away from the influence of the wing heaters.
The T-M calculations predict that as time goes by, the rank order for magnitudes of displacement
will eventually become 4-3-2-1 for these MPBXs; future reports will examine the data for this
trend.

Figure 6-26 through 6-28 show predicted displacements for MPBX-9 for the three other scenarios
listed above. The general trends expressed by all four scenarios are about the same, but the
predicted magnitudes of displacements are largest for the base case. Figure 6-26, for which the
elastic modulus is set to 10 GPa, shows a predicted maximum displacement at 6 months for
anchor 3 of about 1.8 mm, as opposed to 2.2 mm for the base case. These results are different
than those for the SHT calculations, for which displacements did not change as a function of
elastic modulus. Figure 6-27, which shows the predictions based on the in situ thermal expansion
coefficients obtained from the SHT, predicts the smallest displacements of all the cases (e.g.,
- 1.4 mm for anchor 3 at 6 months). The high-permeability case in Figure 6-28, for which the
maximum temperatures are less than the low permeability case but the heat is spread over a larger
region, shows larger displacements at the farther distances and smaller displacements closer to the
collar. The base case predictions tend to most closely match the data from the vertically up
MPBXs (5, 9, and 13). It should be noted that the base case elastic modulus (36.8 GPa, from lab
measurements of DST intact rock) is nearly the same as the modulus measured from the heated
side of the Plate Loading Niche (29.7 GPa).
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Figure 6-28. Predicted displacements for HD-MPBX9 (intact rock properties, high Kb).

In conclusion, through six months of heating the displacement data seem to represent an elastic
medium, with rock mass elastic modulus and thennal expansion properties nearly equal to the
intact rock values. This is consistent with the Plate Loading Test modulus data presented in
Section 4.5. The data show little significant evidence of nonelastic behavior (fracture closure,
stick-slip, crushing or failure), with the exception of MPBX14. The behavior of MPBXl4 is
further examined in Section 6.2.3.

6.2.2 Interpretation of Strain Data

Interpretation of the data from the strain gages bonded on the inner surface of the concrete liner is
not straightforward. During heating of the concrete there are competing processes at work that
can be reflected in strain or displacement data. The concrete thermally expands based on the
thermal expansion coefficients of the constituent materials within the concrete, including the
cement paste, the coarse and fine aggregate, and the steel fibers (if any). The concrete also
undergoes thermally induced shrinkage due to loss of the bound water in the cement paste -

surrounding the aggregates. Concrete creep may further modify the measured strain. The other
major element in the strain measured by the strain gages is the strain induced from changing the
stress in the concrete to which the strain gage is bonded. The concrete coupons experience
thermal strains as they are heated (neglecting thermally induced shrinkage); however, these
strains are not accompanied by an increase in stress, as the coupons are not confined. The strains
measured by the strain gages bonded to the concrete liner represent contributions from each of
these sources. The measured strain (Equation 4-2) may be broken into its components as follows:

Etotal = C. + Eshr + Creep + other + t,, (6-1)
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where
Etowal = total strain deformation of the concrete liner
Ear = strain due, to thermal expansion of the concrete
Eshr = strain due to drying shrinkage from dehydration of the concrete

heeMp = strain due to creep phenomena
Cother = strain due to other nonmechanical processes (chemical change, changes

to crystallization, etc.)
pa = strain due to mechanical stress from interaction between liner and the

heated rock expanding into the drift

An estimate of the relative contribution from the thermal expansion and shrinkage sources can be
estimated from the concrete literature. Neville (1997) generally shows that the thermal expansion of
concretes for temperatures below 650C can range from about 6x 106oC to 13x10-6/C; in particular,
limestone-based concretes such as those used for the CIP liner typically have thermal expansion
coefficients of 4-8xIO-6/C. The primary difference in concrete thermal expansion results from
differences in the aggregates used. Similar results are reported by Troxell et al. (1968).
Furthermore, Neville (1997) states that the thermal expansion coefficient of cement pastes decreases
at temperatures above 150'C and can even become negative above 200C to 500C. Thermal
expansions for concretes, however, remain positive because the aggregates have a positive thermal
expansion coefficient at all temperatures and this dominates the concrete thermal response.

Shrinkage effects in concrete can be a major contributor to measured strains. In fact, concrete
shrinks and swells as water is removed or added. Neville (1997) reports that concrete cured in air
with relative humidities ranging from 50% to 100% experienced differential volume change over
900 pstrains for curing durations of one year. In this case, the samples cured at 50% relative
humidity experienced a shrinkage of about 900 pstrains for the time period and the sample cured
at 100% relative humidity experienced a slight expansion over the same time period. These
ambient temperature drying shrinkages are equivalent to, but opposite in sign, to thermal
expansions that could be expected in concretes experiencing a change in temperature of about
90'C (assuming a thermal expansion coefficient of lOx O1/IC). Neville (1997) also reports that
shrinkage can occur for years, with some shrinkage reported after 28 years. The values for
shrinkage reported in Neville are assumed to be from laboratory specimens in which drying from
all exposed surfaces is possible. Also, the process of shrinkage is expected to be affected by the
distance water is required to move toward the drying surface, with larger distances requiring a
greater time for complete drying. Additional shrinkage is expected for continued drying of the
concrete below 50% relative humidity. Work reported by Hansen and Almudaiheem (1987) (in
Neville, 1997) suggest that about an additional 16% in shrinkage will occur by reducing the
curing relative humidity from 40% to 20%, and an additional 20% in shrinkage will occur in
reducing the curing relative humidity from 40% to about 12%. It is assumed these values
represent equilibrium conditions for specific concretes at these relative humidities.

Shrinkage of concrete (neglecting shrinkage of aggregate, which for limestone aggregate is
considered minimal) occurs due to the removal of adsorbed water in the cement gel surrounding
the aggregates. According to Neville (1997), it is also possible that shrinkage is partially due to
removal of intracrystalline water from hydrated cement minerals. This may be particularly
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important for the Heated Drift CIP concretes as temperatures increase, are sustained, and all
available water is removed.

An additional potential contributor to concrete shrinkage is the process of carbonation.
Carbonation shrinkage in concrete can occur by the dissolution of Ca(OH) 2 crystals in the
presence of CO2 , and deposition of CaCO3 at other locations in the concrete pore structure
(Neville, 1997). According to Neville, carbonation greatly affects the total magnitude of
shrinkage. It is impossible at this time to determine the contribution of each individual
shrinkage mechanism for the DST concrete. Posttest evaluation of the CIP concretes as well as
examination of selected laboratory test specimens should be performed to determine exact
shrinkage mechanisms.

An additional complexity for evaluation of the CIP concretes is the geometry of the liner
relative to the geometries of laboratory samples and of the CIP coupons placed in the HD. The
coupons are expected to experience complete drying before the liner, due both to their
geometry (their relatively small size so that water can escape the coupons on all sides) and
because the CIP liner is much more massive, being nominally 30 cm thick, compared to the
coupon's minor axis of about 10 cm. Also, water from the rock mass may be available to the
concrete until the boiling isotherm has extended through the liner.

It is desirable to derive the mechanical component of strain (se, in Equation 6-1) to estimate the
stresses in the concrete liner. Measurements from the unconstrained concrete coupons provide
a measure of the nonmechanical phenomena that contribute to strain deformation of the
concrete:

£unconstrained = Ea + eshr + Ecrep + Lother,
E + Eshr, (6-2)

where

-unconstrined = total strain deformation of the unconstrained concrete

Therefore, as a first approximation of the mechanically induced strain in the liner,

S0 = 5tota - Eunconstaind (6-3)

Once the mechanical strain has been obtained, Hooke's law may be used to calculate the
corresponding stress in the liner.

Because of the complex behaviors described above, Equations 6-1 through 6-3 are a crude
attempt to relate the measured strains to stresses in the concrete liner. However, such an
approximation may be a useful "reality check" for evaluating the stresses predicted by the
various numerical models. Figure 6-29 shows the averaged nonmechanical strain for the
standard CIP and reinforced concretes, based on the measurements from the unconstrained
concrete coupons. These values are subtracted from the measured circumferential and axial
strains per Equation 6-3 to estimate the mechanical components. The mechanical strain
estimates for the circumferential and axial strain gages are presented in Figures 6-30 and 6-31.
The notations on each curve denote the location of the strain gage rosette on the liner as shown
in Figure 4-38: LL=lower left, LR=lower right, UL=upper left, UR=upper right, and C=crown.
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In Figure 6-30, note that the lower strain gages near the invert tend to show positive (tensile)
stresses. This tensile behavior would be expected of gages near the ribs where the heat from
the wing heaters is driving thermal expansion of the rock into the open drift. This behavior is
also verified by the compression exhibited by the horizontal CDEX (Figure 4-30). Similarly,
the strain gages at the crown exhibit highly compressive strains. which again corresponds to
the behavior exhibited by the CDEXs. The lower strain gages also tend to exhibit the most
tensile axial strains in Figure 6-31. The reasons for this behavior are not quite as clear, but
could be due to general bending of the CIP along its axis due to the thermal strains in the rock
and edge effects.

From Figure 6-30, the maximum estimated compressive circumferential strains are in the
crown, up to a magnitude of 700 listrains after six months of heating. Unconfined
compression tests on CIP concrete specimens from the DST area have been performed (DTN
SNL23030598001.001, TDIF No. 306714), and values of Young's modulus of 33.6 and
38.5 GPa were obtained for the reinforced and nonreinforced (standard) concretes. The results
of the unconfined compression tests are shown in Table 6-2. Using the 38.5 GPa value and
Hooke's law, an estimated hoop stress at the crown based on the estimated mechanical strain
of 700 ,strains is 27 MPa compression. Similarly, the estimated mechanical strains of the
lower circumferential strain gages strains correspond to a hoop stress of -6-7 MPa tension
after six months of heating, and the upper circumferential strain gages imply 6-7 MPa
compression. Neville (1997) shows that the splitting tensile strength of 50-MPa concrete is
about 40 MPa. The estimated axial mechanical strains in Figure 6-31 have a range of ±300
pgstrains after six months, corresponding to a range of axial stresses of ±12 MPa.

1000
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Figure 6-29. Average nonmechanical strains for unconstrained concrete coupons.
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Table 6-2. Results of Unconfined Compression Tests on Concrete Specimens

Compressive Young's Modulus Poisson's Ratio
Strength (MPa) (GPa) (00 / 900)

Reinforced 56.6 33.6 0.249/ 0.252

Unreinforced 54.3 38.5 0.246 / 0.242

It is unclear whether such a simple superposition of strains as described in Equations 6-1 through
6-3 can be used to accurately estimate the in situ stresses in the liner. A reasonable approach to
evaluating the strain gage data is to incorporate actual laboratory testing data on the combined
effects of thermal expansion and shrinkage, along with detailed numerical modeling of the
concrete liner/rock mass thermomechanical response. Numerical models utilizing contact
surfaces between invert, liner, and rock, and implementing a creep model are described in
Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. Laboratory test data are currently being acquired (see an interim report
in Appendix E), and in situ thermal expansion/shrinkage data are available from the concrete
coupons previously discussed. These analyses will provide a realistic sense of the combined
effects of thermal expansion, shrinkage, and thermally induced stress on the measured strains
anticipated on the inner surface of the concrete liner. These analyses results will be compared to
the measured data to determine the reasonableness of the in situ data and will aid in estimating
actual liner stresses.

6.2.3 An Invert/Liner Interaction Model

In the pretest T-M calculations, the liner and invert were not modeled as bodies separate from the
rock mass with contact properties between them, but rather as different portions of the same rock
mass with concrete elastic properties. Therefore, the potential separation behavior shown by HD-
MPBX14 is not captured in the current T-M model. This section will discuss new analyses that
model the invert, liner, and rock as separate entities with variable contact bonding and friction
properties.

The most interesting and significant observations from the MPBX data during this early time
period are the results from MPBX14 (Figure 4-15) which show a marked increase in
displacement rate after about day 35 after heating. The data trends are remarkably stable
throughout the reporting period. MPBX14 is located approximately 39 m from the thermal
bulkhead in a borehole drilled vertically down through the concrete invert segment, and the CIP
liner. The anchors are all located in solid rock below the CIP liner at distances within the rock
equivalent to the other MPBXs. It is important to note that the displacements exhibited by
MPBX14 at early times show the largest displacements measured by anchor 1, followed by
anchors 2, 3, and 4. This trend differs completely from the other MPBXs in which the
intermediate anchors show the largest displacements during this early time period. A possible
explanation for this behavior is that the invert segment is debonding from the underlying CIP
concrete due to distortional displacement of the Heated Drift CWP liner. Because the wing heaters
heat a large volume of rock in the ribs of the HD, horizontal stresses there will increase relative to
the vertical stress. This change in stress condition will tend to ovalize the HD, or shorten the
horizontal diameter of the Heated Drift relative to the vertical. This shortening will eventually
cause the "unattached" invert segment to "ride-up" the ribs of the CIP section, creating a gap
between the CEP liner and the invert segment at the bottom of the HD. It is possible that it is the
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formation of this gap that MPBX14 is measuring before and after day 35. Remember that
MPBX14 is collared in the invert segment, and all relative movements are referenced to this
collar. Therefore, even if there is little rock mass movement, a vertically upward movement of
the collar can lead to large relative displacements as measured by the LVDTs. This concept is
supported by the cross-drift displacement measurements discussed in section 4.2 of this report.
Two cross drift displacements measurements were made near the MPBX array both vertically and
horizontally near this location. The horizontal measurement shows about a 4 mm convergence
through the reporting period. This convergence supports the debonding hypothesis. Also, the
vertical measurement, which is extensional throughout the reporting period, shows an inflection
in trend about day 35. This is consistent with the floor moving upward at a rate faster than the
roof is moving upward. Again, this is consistent with the dramatic change in trend observed in
MPBX14 about day 35.

The pretest T-M calculations (Francis et al., 1997) described in Section 6.2.1 model the invert and
liner as integral to the rock mass, with concrete material properties. Figures 6-32 through 6-35
show the predicted vertical and horizontal displacements and stresses for the liner section from
the pretest model. The vertical (Z) displacements in Figure 6-32 will be especially highlighted in
the following discussions, as these directly correlate to the MPBX14 measurements. One would
expect from the MPBX14 data that a large displacement gradient would be seen through the
thickness of the invert and liner. The gradients shown by Figure 6-32 do not seem to be of a
magnitude comparable to the MPBX14 data. The hoop stresses shown for the ribs in Figure 6-34
and the crown in Figure 6-35 will also be highlighted in these discussions. According to the
pretest calculations, the predicted hoop stresses after six months of heating are about 49 MPa
compression near the rib, and 58 MPa compression at the crown. As the unconfined compressive
strength of the concrete has been measured at 56-58 MPa, these predicted stresses are a cause for
concern.

The potential separation behavior shown by HD-MPBX14 is not captured in the pretest T-M
model. A new model has been created that treats the invert, liner, and rock as separate entities
with variable contact bonding and friction properties. For this invert-liner interaction model, a
10-rn section of the Heated Drift was meshed with the liner and invert as separate materials. One
result of the separation of the invert and liner from the rock is that the concrete was not artificially
prestressed in the model as it was in the pretest model. Sliding between interfaces was allowed;
the interfaces were modeled with a coefficient of friction of 0.6 and a separation "force" (as it is
called in the JAC3D documentation, although it is actually a force per unit area), calculated from
Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria for this concrete, of 15.4 MPa (this separation force implies a
well-bonded interface between invert and liner). One end of the drift was pinned (no y-
displacement); the other end was allowed to be a free boundary in the axial, or y, direction. (It
was desirable to put axial stress boundary conditions on the y boundaries, but because of a
combination of meshing problems, this could not be completed in time for this report.) The
number of elements in the liner was doubled, from 2 to 4 elements thick, and the element size
around the drift was reduced as well.

Figures 6-36 and 6-37 show the predicted Z-displacements at the free and pinned boundaries of the
model. A comparison with the pretest model in Figure 6-32 shows some interesting differences.
Both boundaries show the invert in bending, with the sides bowing up farther than the middle.
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